
BIO-BRASION TRINITY 
PROTOCOL

IMAGE SKINCARE 

I PRE-CLEANSE Remove eye and lip makeup with I BEAUTY REFRESHING FACIAL WIPES. Apply ILUMA® INTENSE BRIGHTENING EXFOLIATING 
CLEANSER and cleanse with wet fingertips for 1-2 minutes. Remove with sponges and tepid water or aromatherapy steam towels.

II CLEANSE Apply AGELESS TOTAL FACIAL CLEANSER and cleanse with wet fingertips for 1-2 minutes. Remove with sponges and tepid water or 
aromatherapy steam towels. (Optional: incorporate 1-2 bt-sonic into cleanse step) 

III PREP Saturate rough gauze with DEGREASING PREP SOLUTION. Squeeze out excess solution. Using firm pressure, swipe gauze in both 
horizontal and vertical directions over the entire area to be treated

IV EXFOLIATE Dispense Aquafuse Foam Peel into a medicine cup or flexi-bowl. Apply with an I SWAB or fan brush to entire area of treatment. 

• Select appropriate diamond tip and vacuum setting for individual client. Apply one pass with Bio-Brasion Trinity as suitable for client.  
As desired, apply Aquafuse Clearing or Brightening to maintain slip. Refer to Bio-Therapeutic manuals for method. 

Optional second and third pass exfoliation*:

• Apply Aquafuse Clearing, Aquafuse Brightening, and Aquafuse Hydrate to areas of concentration. Select appropriate diamond tip and 
vacuum setting for individual client. As appropriate, apply second pass with Bio-Brasion Trinity.  

• Generously apply Aquafuse Hydrate to the skin. Select appropriate diamond tip and vacuum setting for individual client. As appropriate, 
apply third pass with Bio-Brasion Trinity.

 

*Professionally assess skin before, during, and after application for suitability.

Remove remaining product with sponges and tepid water or aromatherapy steam towels.

V EXTRACT
(if necessary) 

Dispense PRE-EXTRACTION EMULSION into a medicine cup and mix with an I SWAB or fan brush until product reaches a whipped 
consistency. Apply to areas of congestion. Massage gently for 30 seconds to create an even application and then steam the skin for 1-2 
minutes. Remove any excess debris or solution with sponges and tepid water. Perform extractions.

VI MASQUE Apply I MASK HYDRATING HYDROGEL SHEET MASK. Leave on 10 minutes. Remove mask and massage any remaining essence into the 
skin.

Optional: Perform arm and hand massage with VITAL C HYDRATING HAND AND BODY LOTION while mask sits.

VII NOURISH Combine 1 full dropper of I ENHANCE STEM CELL FACIAL ENHANCER with ILUMA INTENSE BRIGHTENING SERUM and apply to entire 
treated area.

VIII SMOOTH Dispense the MAX™ WRINKLE SMOOTHER into a medicine cup and apply with an I SWAB to forehead and around orbital area. Perform 
light tapotement.

IX CONTOUR Massage the MAX CONTOUR GEL CRÈME into lower portion of face, including cheeks, jawline and perioral area.

X EYE Apply VITAL C HYDRATING EYE RECOVERY GEL to orbital area.

XI PREVENTION+ Apply a generous amount of IMAGE MD® RESTORING DAILY DEFENSE MOISTURIZER SPF 50 to entire treated area.

XII I CONCEAL Apply I CONCEAL using I BEAUTY FLAWLESS FOUNDATION BRUSH to create a flawless finish.

XIII LIP Apply ORMEDIC® BALANCING LIP ENHANCEMENT COMPLEX to entire lip area.

XIV YANA Offer client a complimentary sample of YANA® DAILY COLLAGEN SHOTS.

XV POST TREATMENT Provide IMAGE POST TREATMENT KIT to client and review post treatment care.

DESCRIPTION: This advanced refining treatment harnesses the power of progressive microdermabrasion to achieve superior results with IMAGE products. Features 

bt bio-brasion trinity technology.

TREATMENT TIME: 50 Minutes 


